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FOOTBALL FOR ALL 

           

Patrons:            

Mayor Ray Wallace            
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President:                  
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Peter Hartstonge 

Chairman:                     

Neil Kemp 

Treasurer:                 

Donna Beech  

Club Captains:                 

Brent Hamlin                    

Kathryn Burt 

Women’s DoF:                

Brendan Marsh 

Senior Liaison:                  

Pat Gulley 

Football Managers:         

Paul Commerford   

Justin Raffan                     

Craig Darby 

Jnr Coaching Director:   

Stu Pyne 

Jnr Coordinator:              

Andrew Beech 

Committee:                         

Craig Darby 

                       

Life Members:                               

Dick Dunn, Jimmy Dunn, Tom Dunn, Peter Freidlander, Peter Hartstonge,  

Dave Houghton, Ernie Gould, Terry Killalea, Brendan Marsh, Arie Molenaar,  

Jim McCreadie, Carol McNie, Ron Weitzel. 
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My blood is red… and gold!   The First Word 
 

It’s a warm welcome back to fortress Hutt Park as the season starts to hot up. Today we welcome  

league favourites Wellington United. After being relegated from Central League last year it hasn’t 

stopped Diamonds from ‘getting back on the horse’ and pushing for an immediate return to the top 

flight.  There has been some talk around the football scene that the Central League should become a 12 

team competition  similar to what the Northern League is moving to across its top three divisions 

For many seasons the top 3 or 4 teams in Capital Premier have been a class above the rest and           

Wellington United, Stop Out, Waterside and Island Bay would  

cope admirably in Central League. And you’d also get away 

from playing against reserve teams in the Capital Premier 

League! And maybe with two relegation spots it would keep 

the lower Central League clubs on their toes. 

After a rusty start to the season we’ve hit a purple patch in our 

last two league matches with 17 goals. Micky with 4, Joey with 

7 and Sam Zarka getting off the mark—the combinations are 

starting to gel and the goals are starting to flow. Not            

conceding is also crucial and the defensive unit is also  doing a 

fine job in protecting Rarda in goal. Although at times he has 

pulled off some miraculous saves to keep us in matches. 

Over the last two weekends the club has hosted the annual  

Wynton Rufer tournament. 80 teams of 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th 

graders battled it out for supremacy. A great event and after 

20 years one of the best run tournaments in the country! 

Thanks again for the continued support from Revera and 

Mark Paston & Chris Greenacre being part of the                    

entertainment on the day! Enjoy the  football on show today 

and enjoy our Stop Out hospitality after the game! 
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Capital Premier I  Bay L Hutt Miramar Petone S’toun Stop Out Uni W’side O’mpic Wgtn  

Island Bay    2-0 9/8 19/7 7/6 5/7 2/8 21/6 2-5 3-4 

Lower Hutt 13/7  1-2 17/8 29/6 1/6 1-4 3/8 20/7 1-2 

Miramar 31/5 26/7  28/6 12/7 21/6 2-0 16/8 24/5 2-4 

Petone 2-0 7/6 2-3  24/5 2-1 26/7 5/7 21/6 9/8 

Seatoun 16/8  2-2 1-2 2/8  1-8 31/5 19/7 5/7 21/6 

Stop Out 1-0 9/8 3-2 12/7 1-8  9-0 28/6 7/6 24/5 

University 24/5 21/6 5/7 4-2 9/8 19/7  3-4 2-0 7/6 

Waterside 2-2 24/5 7/6 0-0 3-0 2-1 12/7  9/8 26/7 

Olympic 26/7 3-0 2/8 1-0 18/4 16/8 28/6 31/5  12/7 

Wgtn Utd 28/6 5/7 19/7 31/5 3-0 2/8 16/8 1-1 0-4  

Capital Premier  2014 P W D L F A GD Pts 

 Olympic 6 5 0  1 21 5 16 15 

 Wellington United 6 4 1  1 14 11  3 13 

 Stop Out 6 4 0  2 23 7 16 12 

 Waterside 6 3 3  0 12 7 5 12 

 Miramar 6 4 0  2 13 11 2 12 

 Victoria University 6 3 0  3 13 18 -5 9 

 Petone 6 2 1 3 8 9 -1 7 

 Island Bay 6 1 1 4 9 14 -5 4 

 Lower Hutt 6 0 1 5 5 15 -10 1 

 Seatoun 6 0  1 5 5 26 -21 1 

2014 Capital Premier table 
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2014  CAPITAL PREMIER LEAGUE 

Rnd 1 Sat 5 April   Stop Out           3   Miramar       2 Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 2 Sat 12 April    Waterside         2   Stop Out             1 Karori Park 2.30 

Rnd 3 Fri  18 April    Stop Out        1   Island Bay  0 Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 4 Sat  26 April    Petone       2   Stop Out  1 Memorial 1 @ 1pm 

Rnd 5 Sat 3  May    Stop Out             9   University             0 Hutt Park @ 2.30 

 C /Cup Sat 10 May    PN Marist  2   Stop Out   1   

Rnd 6 Sat  17 May    Seatoun        1   Stop Out             8 Seatoun Pk @ 2.30 

Rnd 7 Sat 24  May    Stop Out               Wgtn United    Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 8 Sat 1 June    Lower Hutt     Stop Out   Fraser 5 @2pm 

Rnd 9 Sat 7 June    Stop Out           Olympic            Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 10 Sat 21 June    Miramar     Stop Out               Dave F @ 2.30 

Rnd 11 Sat 28 June    Stop Out              Waterside   Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 12 Sat 5 July    Island Bay     Stop Out   Wakefield 1 @ 3.30 

Rnd 13 Sat 12 July    Stop Out     Petone   Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 14 Sat 19 July    University     Stop Out   Kelburn Park @2.30 

Rnd 15 Sat 26 July   Stop Out   Seatoun  Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 16 Sat 2 Aug    Wgtn United     Stop Out   Newtown Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 17 Sat 9 Aug    Stop Out     Lower Hutt   Hutt Park @ 2.30 

Rnd 18 Sat 16 Aug    Olympic                Stop Out   Wakefield 2 @ 3.30 
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Last weekend the D1 Reds celebrated in 
style our second centurion. “Original” 
from April, 2008, Brooke Mildenhall 
playing her 100th game in a 3-3 draw with Seatoun.  
 
Over the past 6 years Brooke has been part of our first team, winning a few league & cup 
medals along the way but lately with work commitments dictating, stepped into be the 
wise and experienced one for the Reds in Division 2. Once on the pitch Brooke is one of 
those all determination, no time for whiners type of player – tough in the tackle and fit 
with an engine that just won’t quit.  
 
After a rough first few rounds in 2014 
the Reds have been markedly 
improved as Brooke got the message 
through to her fellow players about 
how the game needs to be played. It 
was also appropriate that game #100 
included a goal from Brooke,               
(I believe that puts her ahead of her 
brother Kurt this winter?).  
 
For those of you living in this century 
and able to find your way around the 
world wide webby thing, try our 
Facebook or perhaps YouTube “Stop Out vs Wellington United”            
(1 minute in BM scores her maiden goal in senior football back in ‘09).  

In other news around the squad we should note the tidy performances of the Blacks in 

Women’s 2, now up to third and remembering they are new to this grade in 2014.     

    
 
 

 
 
 
 

  Women’s roundup Women’s  1.  Stop Out  vs Brooklyn 
Hutt  Park #1, 1pm Sun 25th May  

 

Women’s 2. Blacks v Island Bay  
Hutt Park # 2, 1pm Sun 25th May 

Brooke  -front row centre 

 

CARTERS PETONE 
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What are the chances the dream team of ladies 

devoted to Angus secures yet another promotion 

before the season is done. Great to see all round 

great team player and one of those getting 

involved at the club with fundraising, Ali Cameron, 

score a brace in their 2-0 win over Naenae last 

weekend. D1 are quietly going about their business 

to sit comfortably mid table after “thrashing” 

Porirua and Wellington Utd -both by a 2-0 score 

line that 

flattered their 

opponents. 

 

This weekend the Prem’s head to Wakefield 

for a top of the table clash with BNU. For 

anyone who saw last year’s two games with 

BNU then you know you’ll be able to witness 

a top class match with no quarter given. If 

you’re allowed out and have done all your 

chores get into town for the 1:00pm kick off 

to cheer on girls – here’s to Mel’, Saskia, 

Adele et al adding to their 2014 haul of goals! 

 

Women’s Premier 2014 P W D L F A GD Pts 

 Stop Out 6 5 0  1 26 5 21 15 

 Brooklyn Northern United 6 5 0  1 22 7 15 15 

 Wellington United 6 4 0  2 18 6 12 12 

 University 6 3 0  2 15 12  3 9 

 Kapiti Coast United 6 3 0  3 13  19 -6 9 

 Lower Hutt 6 1 1  4 3  22 -19 4 

 Waterside 6 0 2 4 3 18 -15 2 

 North Wellington 6 0  1 4 3 14 -11 1 
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   No.           Player 

(GK)  Matthew Everard 

2   

3  Joe Sambrooke 

4  Miroslav Maluvik 

5  Regan Steele 

6  Robert Sansom 

7  Enrico Meirelles 

8  Joe Gaughan   

9  Fisum Aden 

10  Simon Conway 

11  Sam Zarka 

12  Brandon Tai   

13  

14  James Houpt 

15  Paora Porter 

16  Jason Tipping ( c ) 

17   Steven Gulley 

18  Cherbel Khouchaba 

Stop Out Sports Club 

   
. 
  

          Coach:      

Chris Sambrooke                                   

          

   Manager:     

Paul Commerford 

           

  Physio:  

Suzie Belcher 

 

Grounds:                                    

Peter Hartstonge 
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Wellington United AFC 

 No.            Player 

GK   Riley Morris 

2   Anthony Baker 

3   Mike Swinburne  

4   Maty Balmforth 

5   Kevi  Vandayar  

6   Steve Lyons  

7   Mario Coelho  

8   Nick Grice  

9   Andy Paterson 

10   Hamish Patrick  

11   John O’Driscoll  

12   Sam Greene  

13   Andy Groom  

14   Peter Perkovich  

15   Tai Baham  

16   Connor Smith  

17   Kieran Putt 

18     Chris Williams 

         Referee:      

      Andrew Phillips 

 

 

             Assistants:  

        Paul Hodgson  

                  Paul Jepson           

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

 
 
 
 

    

      Coach:          

Rafa Christians 

Assistant Coach:          

Andre Cantin-Buckley   

       Manager:     

Bobbie Minshull 
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WOMEN’S PREMIER Match report Craig Darby 

It’s a great day at Hutt Park and again the Prems show they 

can pull a crowd.  There were hundreds of spectators and 

although many claimed to be watching the WRT we know the Stop Out Women Premiers were 

the main attraction on the day!  

With only twelve players available due to illness Lower Hutt was one of those teams we needed 

to show a  dominant performance to. 

The first half into the wind we played with composure with some great passages of passing 

play, controlling territory and possession and comfortably  finishing the half ahead by 1-0 

(Saskia 18min).  The score not really a reflection of our dominant performance . 

With the wind behind us the outcome was pretty much assured and we were able to create 

plenty more opportunities and with some good finishing we put in another five (Mel 60/87 

Saskia 63 Adele 70/78) 

The result gets us back to our winning ways with the big game this weekend as we take on BNU 

in a top of the table clash.  

3 points Saskia, 2 points Chelsea, 1 point Jessie  

Stop Out 6 vs Lower Hutt 0       

Hutt Park, 18th April 2014 

Scorers: MacDougall 2,    

Sansom 2, Halfenberg 2 

CHATHAM CUP Match report Chris Sambrooke 

 We travelled to Palmerston North for the first round of the Chatham Cup. It was a game that was 

pleasing in performance but unfortunately not the result. We started the game well and deservedly 

took the lead through Fisum Aden  after Sam Zarka left his left back a little confused, something he 

did on a regular basis throughout the game. We let Marist back into the game midway through the 

first half with a penalty that was converted to make it 1-1. We dominated possession until the break 

but struggled to create any more clear cut chances. 

The second half continued in the same way. We dominated the ball but were largely restricted to 

shots from distance. An organisational error cost us with about 20 minutes to go as we had enough 

numbers in the box to deal with a cross but left the striker free to head home. It is a cliché often 

used but other than the two goals I can’t think of a save that Rarda had to make, but at the end of 

the day it was enough for them to progress. 

Although a Cup run can be a positive thing, it can also be a distraction from the main objective of 

the season which is defending our Capital Premier League title. 

Man of the Match: Sam Zarka 

PN Marist 2 vs Stop Out 1 

Scorer: Fisum Aden 
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Masters 5 P W D L F A GD Pts 

 Stop Out Blackman 5 4 0  1 16 7 9 12 

 Marist Classics 5 3 1  1 12 11 1 10 

 Seatoun Originals 5 3 0  2 16 10 6 9 

 Naenae 5 3 0  2 11 10 1 9 

 Tawa Dads Army 5 2 2  1 8 7 1 8 

 BNU Pacemakers 5 1 2  2 6 8 -2 5 

 Seatoun Paradise 5 1 1 3 13 14 -1 4 

 Stop Out McCreadie 5 0 0 5 4 19 -15 0 

MASTERS 5  

Lenny has been decidely chipper over the last few weeks. The Blacks have steamrolled to the 

top of Masters 5 .  A comprehensive thumping of Marist Classics last time out sees them atop 

of the league  that matters most to them—the league McCreadies Clowns are in! 

With most goals scored, less goals 

conceded and the best goal 

difference, the stats back up why 

Lenny has a wee tear in his eye most 

Saturday nights reminicising and 

comparing the current 2014 team 

with the great Black teams of the 

past. And the distinct possibility of a 

league victory this season!  

But in their way may be their biggest 

adversaries—McCreadies Clowns. The 

match-up between these two Giants 

of Stop Out are legendary and a word 

of warning Black’s - The Clowns lie in wait for their Cup Final, the only game that matters to 

them— Clowns v McCreadies. Where beer and bragging rights are the main prize!   

The Black’s “Wall of Death” have conceded             

just seven goals all season. 
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After a disappointing result against Petone we came back home 

to Hutt Park looking for a big performance to get our season 

back on track. We were able to welcome back captain JT from a 

suspension as well as Joe Gaughan from injury and Micky        

Malivuk for the first time this season. We knew that we needed a 

strong start and the lads delivered.  Joe Gaughan opened the scoring with a smart finish 5 minutes 

into the game which lifted the confidence in 

the group. To be fair to University they then 

had us under a bit of pressure for the next 5 

minutes or so until we were able to break and 

for Micky to score on his first game back. This 

really hurt University and from that point we 

took control of the game. Before half time we 

added goals from Steve Gulley and a further 2 

to Joe Gaughan to complete his hat-trick on 

his first game back from long term injury.   

Half time score 5-0. 

At half time I welcomed back the lads to the performance level expected at this club and the massive 

lift in the confidence level was obvious, we also spoke about how tight the league was and the poten-

tial that goal difference could have at the end of the season. We had to continue into the second half 

with the same intensity and quality. With just two minutes played Joe Gaughan scored his fourth of 

the game, a fantastic comeback that was rewarded with being replaced shortly after to limit his 

game time to aid his re-hab. This did not slow us down as more goals through Steve and a double to 

left back Regan gave us the final score of nine. Sam Zarka was outstanding throughout the game, we 

saw a huge work rate and although he didn’t 

get on the score sheet, he provided four 

assists in a performance that showed       

everyone at the ground what a great player 

this club has picked up this season. 

From here we need to keep turning out   

performances of this standard to climb the 

table. 

Man of the Match: Sam Zarka 

 

MENS PREMIER LEAGUE Match reports. Chris Sambrooke 

Stop Out 9 vs University 0            

Saturday 3rd May, Hutt Park 

Gaughan 4, Maluvik, Gulley 2, 

Steele 2. 

 

 

The 2013 University match 

http://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=bys3kOzUS3X-GM&tbnid=5EInis__bjBjBM:&ved=0CAgQjRw4HA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stuff.co.nz%2Fdominion-post%2Fnews%2Flocal-papers%2Fhutt-news%2Fsport%2F9059712%2FStop-Outs-chance-to-step-u
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Back into league action, away at Seatoun Park. After a poor week weather wise we were slightly con-

cerned about what the pitch would be like, but when we arrived we were very happy with the surface. 

We didn’t really know what to expect from Seatoun, our main focus was on our performance and we 

were confident that if we played well we would be too strong. 

Their objective from the start was pretty clear they started in a 4-6-0 formation. With no striker they 

sat every player behind the ball and looked to be defensively sound and frustrate us. With no outlet to 

hit up front they had to play the ball out from the back which meant that we were able to start our at-

tacks predominantly in their half which kept them under constant pressure. 

With the minimised threat at the back Joe Gaughan pushed in to play as a second striker which meant 

Regan could really push on from left back, this caused Seatoun problems time and again. After a cou-

ple of half chances we took the lead on 23 minutes through Regan with a good header from a fair way 

out. The goal really changed the game as Seatoun made an immediate change sacrificing a midfielder 

for a striker. This created a little bit more space through midfield and we took total control of the 

game. Sam Zarka doubled our advantage on 31 minutes and was quickly followed up by Joe to make it 

3-0 after 33 minutes. Micky scored to put us 4-0 up and that was the way it stayed until the break. 

The half time break was used to re-enforce the same message that took from the University game a 

couple of weeks prior, we really wanted to continue the pressure into the second half. 

We started the second half brightly and forced a corner in the first minute after the re-start, we didn’t 
have to wait long before Joe scored again in the 54th minute and following the trend from the first half 
the next goal was soon to follow as Micky scored with 57 minutes gone. At this point we made a couple 
of changes with Fisum and Simon 
Conway replacing Enrico and Micky. 
Simon’s impact was immediate 
unselfishly laying on the hat– trick 
goal for Joe and a first Premier goal 
for Paora Porter who had come on 
to replace Sam Zarka after another 
superb display.    
 
This win moves us up to third place 
in the league, 1 point behind our 
next opponents Wellington United, 
and 3 behind leaders Olympic.  
  
Man of the Match: Regan Steele 

Stop Out  8 vs Seatoun 1.          

Saturday 24th May Seatoun Park         

Gaughan 3, Maluvuk 2, Steele , Zarka, Porter. 

2013 Capital Premier Champions ! 
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 Scored on debut 04/04/2009 vs. Kapiti Coast United at Hutt Park  Result: 4-1 win  
 Sent off once – 11/04/2009 vs Upper Hutt at Harcourt Park Result 2-1 win 
 Has played every outfield position at one time or another in his first 50 games 

 

  
 

 

 

 

So the stats don’t lie . 
When Regan plays in a league match we win 3 out of 4! 

Regan Steele recently celebrated his 50th 

first team appearance. In between he has        

attended College in the USA but returned 

each Summer holiday  to play for the Red 

and Gold's. Raff had collated some              

interesting stats on Reggie. 

REGAN reaches 50! 

Year Apprnces Starts Sub 

Sub 

On 

Sub 

Off Goals Assists Yellow Red 

2009 17 15 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 

2010 9 8 1 1   1   1   

2011 9 7 2 2 1 7 2 1   

2013 10 10         8 1   

2014 5 5       3 1     

 50 45 5 5 3 15 13 5 1 

Breakdown of Stats TOTAL WIN DRAW LOSS 

Capital Premier 43 28 4 11 

Chatham Cup 5 3 0 2 

Play offs 2 0 1 1 

 50 31 0 14 
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The Last Word! 
 

  

   Football’s Temples   
One of the best things in football, in my humble 
opinion is a match played under floodlights in a 
full stadium. The crowd seems louder, than in 
daylight, the colours seem more vivid. The 
atmosphere seems more, well, atmospheric. In New Zealand except at the very top level we do no do 
stadiums. We seems to go more for the open field, open to the elements, type of ground. That lack of 
enclosed 'rectangular playing facility' has always intrigued me. The fact that we offer little to no 
spectator provision at most local leagues, irrespective of code, is also a mystery to me.  
Alongside a few friends I would describe my teenage interest in football as near the obsessive level. 
After school a few of us would kick around in the grounds of what is now the Open Polytechnic. Above 
the pitches that were the there, sadly no longer, was a fire-break and sometimes we would sit up 
there after playing. From there you can see across Lower Hutt. The floodlights at the Hutt Rec would 
sometimes be on. Most just for the training sessions of the rugby sides based there. My friends and I 
would look over at the glow of the lights and the talk would be 'imagine if that was a real stadium?'. 
 
I have always wondered about New Zealand's lack of stadiums. In my teenage years to the degree that 
I once wrote to the then Lower Hutt City Council and asked of we could have a stadium at Te Whiti 
Park, at that time Stop Out's home ground. The answer is there for all to see. A no. Then when I asked 
'grown-ups' they would talk about rates and affordability. One more patient adult talked to me about 
amateur ethos, minority sports, and the fact that clubs had very little money and sway with local 
councils. Even when I said I only want, I had it planned, a two thousand capacity thing with mostly 
standing room and some limited seating I simply got a smile and nothing else. The naivete of youth 
writ large. 
 
From this you might then gather that I 
was a bit surprised when was older and 
started travelling to find in other parts of 
the world the idea of a local stadium 
taken for granted. Clearly in some places 
the local stadium is a massive temple to 
football. Barcelona's Nou Camp and the 
old San Mamés of Athletic Bilbao's come 
to mind. What then of the Stade Didier 
Deschamps in a small village in the 
Pyrénées? Small and built with local 
funding and labour. Or the small stadium 
at Malika, a small village, outside Dakar in 
Senegal. This was built entirely by a 
voluntary effort, It was more of an enclosed ground than a stadium but it 'rocked'.  
 
This is something of a romantic point of view. Imagine how welcome it would be if someone came up 
with some cash and allied themselves with a local council and wanted to build a stadium in, say 
Petone...? What? WHAT? 

 

Life-long Stop Out 
fan Mike Barton  

gives us his personal 
view on the beautiful 

game!  
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CARTERS PETONE 

NME ELECTRICAL  


